The accuracy of yield monitors and any resulting yield maps relies not just on the ability of the monitor to record incoming grain flow but also on the systems ability to relocate these yield measurements back to the space from which they originated (Eliason et al. 1995) . The time lag between when a crop is collected at the header and when it is measured at the yield monitor has previously been described by Borgelt and Sudduth (1992), Murphy et al. (1995) and Searcy et al. (1989) and is a critical parameter in the monitoring system for the accurate mapping of yield. Commercially available yield monitoring systems for grain currently use a combine specific time lag measurement along with a record of combine speed to reposition the measured yield a calculated distance back along the combine travel path. The measurement error of a transfer model of this kind is a function of all location and yield sensing errors. Additionally, if there is mixing within the combine of crop from different locations in the field, the resulting memory of yield may mask the boundaries of rapid yield changes and further degrade accuracy. Searcy et al. (1989), Vansichen and De Baerdemaeker (1991) and Birrell et al. (1995) investigated the use of a first order transfer function to account for convolution within grain combines. On each occasion there was an accuracy increase for grain combines from deconvolution with the first order model. Birrell et al. (1995) however, concluded that this increased accuracy resulting from deconvolution may be insignificant for grain combines when weighed against that of simple time subtraction, taking into account the relative complexity of the deconvolution and the fact that there are additional sources of yield measurement error. As part of the development of a peanut yield monitor, experiments were conducted on a two-row peanut combine to determine the duration of time lag between pickup and yield measurement, and to characterize the convolution of peanut flow within the combine.
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